PIERCE COUNTY DISTRICT 5 ARES
SIMULATED EMERGENCY TEST (SET) MISSION OUTLINE

TIME
October 1, 2011 - The event will start at 10 am and go to noon to 1 pm. This exercise will be a
HOT Start. You should be in your assigned position by the 10 am start time.
THE SCENARIO
The event will be a Major Flooding situation. The Flooding has gotten into the Phone
System Infrastructure, causing a disruption in both Landlines and Cell Phone Service
The Public has been instructed via the Media that if they need assistance, to go to your
location. We are NOT deploying to area Fire Stations.
OUR MISSION
We have been instructed to deploy to provide Communications back to the EOC
from your location.
We will also deploy to area Shelters as needed to provide Communication during
the Phone Disruption.
Operators from Home Stations are also encouraged to participate and will
classified as “Neighborhood Stations”

HANDLING ACTUAL EMERGENCY TRAFFIC
If an ACTUAL Emergency should happen during the Exercise, you should transmit:
“ECHO, ECHO, ECHO”
At that time, the Exercise will STOP, the station with the ACTUAL emergency will be
handled
MESSAGES THAT ARE TRANSMITTED
It is VERY IMPORTANT during the Exercise that all Traffic include the phrase:
“This is a DRILL”
or
“This is an Exercise”

PROCEDURES
 We will be using Tactical Calls. This will be your location. You will need to end your
traffic with your FCC call sign.
 Advise Net Control when you are in Position. You should report this information to the
EOC that you’ve been assigned to.
 Neighborhood Stations should advise Net Control of their approx Location and which
EOC they are going to be in communications with.
 Do NOT change to another EOC unless you notify Net Control (EOC)
 Traffic that is passed from the Field to the EOC will mostly be Tactical. However, the
operators in the EOC will be using ICS 213 Forms, so give your info slowly. Although it
is not a requirement that you use this form, you should pass your traffic with how this
form is being filled out in mind. A copy of the form is on the last page of this outline.
 You should attempt to pass any traffic you have to the EOC on their Secondary / Traffic
frequency. Please remember that we could have a single operator monitoring multiple
frequencies, so they may not respond on the first call. Wait a minute and try calling
again.
 If you cannot raise a particular EOC on their Secondary / Traffic frequency, you should
call Net Control on the Primary Frequency.
 If you have been assigned a position and cannot participate, please notify the EC at the
EOC that you where assigned to.
 The scope of the mission or different aspects of the mission may change due to
unforeseen circumstances. Any changes will be relayed to the Field and / or Shelter
stations by net control.
FREQUENCIES:


All the EOC’s will monitor W7AAO 145.370 repeater. This will be the main
“Primary” or a Command frequency. It will also be used for communications
between the different EOC’s. Each of the individual EOC’s will monitor a secondary
simplex and/or repeater frequency that will be used for traffic. Traffic on W7AAO
145.370 will be a DIRECTED net.
Pierce County EOC:
 Primary - W7AAO 145.370
 Secondary / Traffic - KB7CNN 146.640 / 444.750
 Secondary / Traffic - Simplex 145.530
Gig Harbor EOC
 Primary - W7AAO 145.370
 Secondary / Traffic - W7ZLJ 145.350
 Secondary / Traffic – Simplex 146.560

Puyallup EOC
 Primary - W7AAO 145.370
 Secondary / Traffic - W7EAT 146.700
 Secondary / Traffic - Simplex 146.430
 Secondary / Traffic - Simplex 146.580


Digital Communications
Contact the individual EOC during the Exercise to obtain their status for
Digital Communications.

 Operators in the field should have the types of traffic that you would expect to encounter
prepared prior to the event. Examples of this would be:


Shelters:
Counts for the number of individuals that are at the shelter.
Needed supplies for a shelter
Emergencies that could occur at the shelter (including medical and events that
would require law enforcement). If this type of traffic is sent, you MUST
identify it as being a Drill or Exercise.



Field Deployments and Neighborhood Stations
Traffic concerning directions or what is open (shelters / roads).
Emergencies that could occur under the scenario that we using (including
medical and events that would require law enforcement). If this type of traffic
is sent, you MUST identify it as being a Drill or Exercise.

DEPLOYMENTS


Your deployment location will be assigned to you by the EOC that you’ve
indicated on the Wiggio Poll that you’d like to be at or assigned to. The current
list is on the next page.



If you would like to participate and your name is not listed on the Deployment
List, please contact the EC at the EOC that you’d like to work at.



If there is an error, or if you have any questions regarding your deployment,
please contact the EC at the EOC that you’re assigned to.

DEPLOYMENTS
SET Exercise
October 1, 2011
 Pierce County EOC
 EC / DEM
Ken Gibson
DEM N7ELF
Rob Wiggins EC K7KXO
 Alan Hughes KB7SVU
 William Niemi WA7OHK
 James Mendenhall KE6WHN
 Karl Johnson K7KHJ
 Al Carter K5EAF
 Bob Jameson KE7WPK
 Puyallup EOC
 Ted Axtell
EC
W7TED
 Jim Lawrence EC N7RHX
Larry Richardson K7LBD
Donna Pearson KE7MAW
Don Wagner AD7EB
Jamie Anderson KF7QLU
 Gig Harbor EOC
 Mark Yordy EC W7BBO
Al Zuck KJ7UI
Don Tjossem W7DRT
 PLU EOC


Doug Oakman AD7AV

